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Newsletter 190 July 2017
Review of June 2017

September Meeting – September 27th 2017 – A Walk on the Wildside – Ron McCombe
A collection of images which Ron is showing to audiences all over the UK and Europe.

NEW VENUE for AWG meetings – REMINDER!!
Please remember that FROM SEPTEMBER we shall be meeting in the St James’s Church Centre at the top
of Pottergate in Alnwick, just below the Pottergate tower.
The room is the upstairs space used for the URC services. It has comfy chairs, an integrated sound system
with a hearing loop for those with hearing aids and a big TV screen monitor that we shall use instead of
a normal fabric screen. Although it is upstairs, there is a lift for anyone who finds staircases difficult. We
shall be able to continue our tradition of providing free refreshments at the end of the meetings.
Parking should, if anything, be easier than at present. The roadsides on Northumberland Street and the
bottom of Howling Lane will provide plenty of opportunities. Morrison’s car park allows 3 hours free
parking providing you display a parking disc and there is an even closer small car park.

Walks Programme – REMINDER
Please do remember to look at our walks programme elsewhere in this Newsletter. The latest copy of the
walks list is at the end of the newsletter.

Please send sightings reports for June, no later than 6th August 2017 to: Ian & Keith Davison, The Bungalow,
Branton, Powburn, NE66 4LW or Tel: 01665 578 357 or email to redsquirrel@alnwickwildlifegroup.co.uk Copies
of the monthly Newsletter and sightings will be made available on the web site one month after the paper
publication.
AWG welcomes contributions for the newsletter and items for inclusion should be submitted by the 12th of
the month to redsquirrel@alnwickwildlifegroup.co.uk

A RINGERS YEAR
June 2017:
The month I have received several new returns ‘controls’ from the BTO; these were all Siskins ringed near
Lemmington Hall. Siskin S649331 was ringed near Lemmington Hall in April and then controlled by another
ringer on the 19th June near Inverness. Similarly S649446 was controlled near Aberdeen on the 27th May.
Another Siskin Z987363 was ringed back in April 2016 and was controlled east of Inveraray, Argyll on both the
1st and 7th May this year (rather suggesting it’s taken up residence to breed in that area).
Most small passerine birds that use nest boxes have finished breeding so I have calculated rough occupancy
and productivity figures from several of my regular monitoring sites (I have this going back to 2010). At the
former Ingram National Park Visitor Centre there was 38% occupancy of boxes with an average of 5 pulli per nest
(mostly Tits); at the Breamish Caravan Site there was 44% occupancy with an average of 6 pulli per nest (mostly
Tits and Tree Sparrows); and at a farm near Longhorsley there was 43% occupancy (including Tits, Tree Sparrows,
Redstart, and Nuthatch. All these occupancy and productivity rates are good (although not as good as 2014).
The attached photographs show the eight (an exceptional number in my experience) beautiful blue eggs in a
Redstart nest (from which 7 pulli were successfully raised). While the other picture shows a nest of Nuthatch
pulli; in this you can see how it’s made-up of cornflake sized pieces of wood; also the projection at the bottom
of the picture is the plastered mud that the adults have used to reduce the entrance hole to their preferred size
and keep the light and draft out! Seven pulli were raised from this nest.
Not all small birds seem to have been successful this year with several regular Dipper nest sites proving to be
unoccupied although Grey Wagtails in similar locations did better. I also ringed a couple of young Oystercatchers
– crossing the road – in the Breamish Valley early in June; this was just before the river flooded – and washed
away some second broods of birds that nest near the river.
I mentioned in last month’s article how successful Barn Owls were being after the mild winter and good spring
and we are well on course to over 30% occupancy of sites and larger broods than average. However, I fear the
recent deterioration in the weather may curtail the size of some broods and stop some adults starting second
broods.
Finally I have been able to return to the newly re-instated Sand Martin Colony near Roddam. I originally ringed at
this site (once part of a large sand and gravel quarry) 10 yrs ago with my son and we recorded two Sand x House
Martin hybrids. Unfortunately the site was undermined by Rabbits and generally neglected but with a change of
land ownership it has been restored and in the first ringing session we did nearly 50 birds. In the second session
the annoying wind meant we only captured around 25 but including as the very first bird a control from another
site; I will await with interest the return from the BTO on its origins. There were already a small proportion of
fledged juveniles amongst these birds indicating that they have already produced their first brood.
Anyone interesting in ringing is invited to get in touch. Weather permitting I hope to start ringing at Howick on
most Friday and Saturday mornings from the 14th of July; and will continue into the Autumn.
Phil Hanmer
A Ringer & Trainer
Natural History Society of Northumbria Ringing Group (Hancock Museum)
E-mail: tytoalbas@btinternet.com
Pictures for this article are to be found at the end of Stewchat

Free Cetacean ID training opportunities – Big Watch Weekend 2017
05-06 Aug 17
Big Watch Weekend 2017
The 5th and 6th of August sees the return of the Big Watch Weekend Whale and Dolphin survey in our region!
BWW2017 has been organised as part of the Sea Watch Foundation’s National Whale and Dolphin Watch.
North East Whale and Dolphin Survey
Working in Partnership with MARINElife, Northumberland and Berwickshire Marine Nature Partnership,
Northumberland Wildlife Trust as well as rangers from Sunderland City Council, the coast of North East England
will be covered by volunteers who will survey for Cetaceans. Anyone can get involved!
New to Cetaceans or need to brush up your ID skills?
Cetacean ID training sessions will also be available on 20th and 27th July, delivered by Martin Kitching from
MARINElife and will be at the Great North Museum: Hancock. These sessions will run from 6:30pm until 8pm.
This means you can join in if you are completely new or just need to brush up on your ID skills. ERIC NE will help
coordinate volunteers and provide survey packs for volunteers too. E-mail eric.ne@twmuseums.org.uk to book
your place.
What will be happening over the weekend?
As well as volunteers along the coast there will be points for anyone to drop in and get involved. See below for
details:
Cresswell Village Hall, Northumberland – 5th & 6th August 10am - 4pm NWT are hosting a marine mammal fun
weekend at Cresswell. Spot dolphins and more on the cetacean watch and enjoy games and activities in the
hall. Stop by to learn more about the varied marine life on our coast. This is a joint Living Seas project event.
Hendon cliff top car park, Sunderland SR2 9RZ 5th & 6th August 10am – 4pm ERIC and Sunderland Council’s
Ranger will be based in Hendon with equipment to help you get involved in the watch and look at some if the
flora in the area!
How to get involved!
If you would like to be involved in this survey to improve our knowledge of both the Region’s and UK’s Cetaceans,
please contact Paul at eric.ne@twmuseums.org.uk or you can call on 0191 208 5158 to find out more.
Paul Stevens
ERIC North East Coordinator
Environmental Records Information Centre North East
Great North Museum: Hancock
Barras Bridge
Newcastle upon Tyne NE2 4PT
Tel: 0191 208 5158
Email: paul.stevens@twmuseums.org.uk
This message has come in from Northumberland Wildlife Trust. Paul Stevens is an excellent communicator and it sounds
like a really good chance to get involved with the large aquatic mammals of our coast. To book a place on any of the
events, note the email address and phone number shown in a couple of places in the piece below. Or to talk to Paul, use
the phone number and email at the end.

PLANT CORNER
If you were to set about trying to learn some of the commoner wild plants you might think your own garden
wouldn’t be a very good place to start. Well, if you take our garden, you’d be wrong!
We like our garden. We put a lot of work into it. It’s got shrubs, herbaceous perennials, annuals, bulbous and
cormous species, plants in pots, a lawn and a vegetable patch. We think that for much of the year it looks quite
good. But I sat down today and made a list of all the species that are present in our garden as uninvited guests
and I came to the total of 61 species. This list doesn’t include anything we’ve deliberately planted and nor does
it contain the seedlings of any of our planted species that have self-seeded in places where we don’t want them.
So your own garden might be just the place to start if you want to take some tentative steps towards the
identification of local wild flowers. You may have seen some press articles recently about a questionnaire
carried out by Plantlife. I regard Plantlife’s relationship to the Botanical Society of Britain and Ireland (BSBI)
as akin to that between the RSPB and the British Trust for Ornithology (BTO). In each case the former is the
‘populist’ organisation while the latter would consider itself as the more professional, scientific research body.
So Plantlife’s questionnaire will have been carried out with a cross-section of general members of the public.
Anyway, it apparently revealed that 80% of the population wouldn’t know a Common Dog Violet if it bit them
and, extraordinarily, 50% wouldn’t recognise a Red Clover.
I’m not, of course, suggesting that any of our AWG members would fall into the unaware category for these or
other common wild plants, but we can all, even the most expert botanists, keep learning more about our flora.
In any case if you are weeding your vegetable patch and you can’t recognise seedlings of Pineappleweed or Red
Deadnettle, then how will you know you are not pulling up your seedling carrots or parsnips?
My recommendation is to get yourself a decent wildflower book. The current Collins Flower Guide is probably as
good as any and has the particular advantage that it includes grasses, sedges and ferns all in the same volume.
Then set yourself a target of learning perhaps half a dozen new plants a week during the main growing season.
Then, whenever you are in the garden you can learn a few more and keep revising the ones you think you
already know and you’ll make an amateur botanist of yourself before you know it.
Below are some photos of seedling wild plants (pre-flowering) from our garden. Test yourself to see how many
you think you can identify. Two photos have two species side by side. Two others have bits of the annoying
Procumbent (or Mossy) Pearlwort in the background. To make the exercise mildly competitive, the list of answers
is at the end of this newsletter – so have a go first before you decide to check your score.

Richard Poppleton

Stewchat.
High summer. This year, for once, hasn’t been too bad, with a very dry spell up to the last week in June then July
has been interspersed with showery spells.
At this time I often turn my attention to butterflies, when the weather allows of course. Here in Northumberland,
we have a very poor butterfly fauna compared with southern England but its still nice to catch up with some of
the more unusual species available to us.
One special butterfly that we have in decent numbers that those further south don’t have is the Large Heath.
A brown butterfly of boggy, damp, moorland in Northern England and Scotland. This year the Large Heath was
on the wing near Elsdon on 18th June, a reasonably early date as I often expect them during the first week in
July. At Steng Moss, several were found basking on heather in the early sunshine while their much smaller and
commoner cousin, the Small Heath, was abundant in the same site, though favouring more short grassy areas.

1. Large Heath butterfly of the form ‘polydama’. Two other forms exist in Scotland and the West.

On the same morning, a roadside stop near Debdon to pay our respects to the Small Pearl Bordered Fritillary
colony was made. 9 or more were dancing around the rushes and thistles but were difficult to photograph.
On 19th June a pleasant walk around the Howick Arboretum was very productive for butterflies with 26 Speckled
Wood, 41 Ringlet, 3 Large Skipper, 4 Meadow Brown and singles of Red Admiral, Peacock and Large White noted.
A few damselflies were at the pond with Azure, Common Blue and Blue tailed all seen. The pond field meadow
has 46 Chimney Sweeper moths too.

2. Large Skipper on Birds Foot Trefoil.

A trip to Holy Island on 9th July was a little miss-timed with regard to the weather. It was mild enough but mainly
overcast. The sun did appear briefly and with it came a dozen Dark Green Fritillary, 10+ Ringlet, 6 Meadow Brown,
a Small Tortoiseshell and a Common Blue. A lone Lindisfarne Helleborine was found but Marsh Helleborine was
abundant and there were 30+ Pyramidal Orchids. An Osprey flew low over the causeway, one of three birds in
the Lindisfarne reserve area lately.

3. Dark Green Fritillary, this one a duller female.

Despite the dull weather a few interesting insects were found.
The 12th July saw me heading down to urban Gosforth to look for a single White Letter Hairstreak that had been
frequenting a small Elm tree growing through the spiral stairs on the footbridge over the Great North Road.
What a contrast in sites visited – Moorland, Coast and now City. Unfortunately, there was a no show from the
WLH today, the only butterflies seen being Red Admiral and Meadow Brown. There is always next time!

4. Meadow Brown.

Pictures from Ringers Year
left:Nuthatch Nest
Above: Redstart eggs

Stewart Sexton, Howick.

KYLOE QUARRY VISIT – 18th June 2017
Our June excursion was billed as an introductory visit to Kyloe Quarry, particularly for those who hadn’t been
before. This year we are surveying the quarry for Lord James Joicey at Ford & Etal. He has recently acquired
the site from the quarry company who haven’t done any extraction for at least 40 years. James wants to know
what’s there so he can plan his management strategy.
Bearing in mind that some of our walks and expeditions have attracted smallish numbers, it was excellent to find
that 18 members turned up. We were blessed with a pleasant day, but with enough breeze to keep the midges
off.
We started in the main quarry where the masses of Perforated St John’s-wort
(Hypericum perforatum) – pictured from last year - weren’t yet quite in flower, so
the sea of yellow that I had hoped would wow those new to the site wasn’t yet in
evidence. By and large people did their own thing – concentrating on plants or
birds or smaller flying/crawling things. As an introductory visit we didn’t spend
time making lists of species, but with luck some people will have been enthused
to return at a later date and record whatever they see or hear so they can submit
their records to add to the mass of data we hope to compile during the year.
(Those who joined this trip may like to know that on the following Wednesday a group of botanists joined me for
a full plant survey of the site and recorded 193 species, including some quite uncommon things.)
One slightly worrying thing was that in the upper quarry a couple of members stumbled across a small patch of
Pirri-pirri-bur (Acaena novae-zelandiae). George and Jane very sensibly removed all the flowering heads from
this invasive pest so at least it won’t be able to seed itself further this year, but we shall have to talk to James
Joicey about this.
Alan did quite a bit of waving around his moth net. After the visit he listed
17 species he’d either caught or seen. These included the micro-moth on the
left that has only been found three times before in North Northumberland
(Agyresthia curvella) and another
very exciting micro-moth – on
the right - Scythris picaepennis.
Not only is this a new moth for
Northumberland, but it’s the very
first member of its entire genus to
be found in our county. These, of course, are not large moths!
After exhausting our initial visit to the quarry itself, we wandered through the damp broadleaf woodland on the
west side of the site which has its own distinct woodland flora. We didn’t notice anything very unusual here,
although there were some good patches of Sanicle (Sanicula europaea) and plenty of plants of Spurge-laurel
(Daphne laureola), pictured, which must originally have been planted as a game cover species but which has
survived and spread.
Altogether this was an enjoyable visit in decent weather and we hope
people will have been encouraged to return on their own impromptu
visits and keep records of everything and anything they find. And please
send them to me!!
Richard Poppleton

What wildlife to look for in August
There has been a mixture of weather in the last month. Despite this, there are a good number of fledged birds
on the wing. Fledged Lapwing, Oystercatchers and Curlew have appeared in the Glanton parish. Elsewhere
damselflies and dragonflies can be found on the wing especially around ponds and wetlands. A Banded
Demoiselle near Hepburn Farm, Chillingham was a good find mid-month.
Swifts are starting to ‘scream’ around the towns and villages and will be making their way south by the middle
of August. On the coast there have been regular sightings of Bottle-nosed Dolphins from Berwick to Druridge
Bay. The coming month will see the appearance of Minke and possibly Humpback Whales.
All of a sudden, the breeding season seems to be over and birds are starting to migrate to their winter destinations.
What to look for in August: my species of the month is the House Martin which gather on wires in villages and
hamlets before they move south. We do not know an awful lot about this species and the wintering grounds are
still unexplained. I would not normally choose a species which is so common and recognisable but the last nine
days in Glanton have been traumatic and interesting when it comes to House martins.
Thursday 30th June was extremely wet and the wind changed to the north-east. This spelt disaster for the
House martins at 5 Front Street, Glanton. Early morning saw one nest collapse and drop to the pavement –
there were three eggs and the developing chicks could be clearly seen. This was a sad start to the day. Early
evening a further nest on Front Street was lost with three very young chicks – not a lot could be done. There
was further disaster, in the evening, at 5 Front Street with the second nest on the pavement and one dead chick.
An inspection of our window-sill found two feathery balls huddled together in a corner. What could be done?
In 2016, a nest on the street dropped but the chicks were still alive.
The owner placed the nest on the window-sill and remarkably the
chicks fledged. This gave me an idea – a shallow plastic tray, a
rock (for weight), a margarine tub for shelter and an old Goldfinch
nest for warmth. I placed the two chicks in the nest and went to
bed fearing the worst.
In the morning, the chicks were still alive but there was no sign
of the parents. Tea time arrived and the parents had been seen
occasionally but there was no evidence of feeding. Stress was
building – what do we do? Fortunately, the chicks appeared to be
in good spirits with lots of chatter. By the Saturday morning, the
weather had improved and the parents were back feeding the chicks regularly.
As I finish this article on the morning of the 9th July, one of the
chicks has taken flight only to return in the evening. Both chicks
have been doing a lot of wing flapping and preening and fullfledging is only hours away. The House martin 1 family has given
the Dodds household a roller-coaster ride. There is even better
news as the second pair have completed a new nest and laying is
suspected. It is only now that I appreciate what a great bird the
House martin is and how little we know about them.
I am determine to sell the merits of this great bird when people
talk about taking down nests. Surely in this day and age there is a
place for a mud nest and a bit of poo in the summertime.
Jack Daw

SIGHTINGS JUNE 2017
BIRDS

Little Grebe
Pink-footed Goose
Shelduck
Common Buzzard
Red Kite
Peregrine
Quail
Woodcock
Whimbrel
Arctic Skua
Cuckoo
Barn Owl
Tawny Owl
Nightjar
Common Whitethroat
Bullfinch
Crossbill

2( 1 young) at Little Mill on 22nd
1 at Branton Ponds from 24th
Pair with 5 young at Branton Ponds on 11th
3 at Lemmington Banktop on 1st
1 at West Fleetham on 2nd
1 at Smeafield on 9th
1 calling at Branton on 20th
2 at Beanley Woods on 15th
1 over Branton on 18th
1 at Boulmer on 3rd
1 at Lemmington Banktop on 1st
1 at Hedgeley on 6th 1 at Hedgeley Hall on 15th
1 at Hedgeley Hall on 15th
1 at Beanley Woods on 13th and 2 on 14th
2 ( 1 adult and 1 immature ) at Branton Ponds on 25th
Pair at Branton Ponds on 25th
1 at Cragside on 4th

PLANTS

Coppery Monkeyflower
Dyer’s Greenweed
Common Spotted Orchid
Yellow Waterlily

On River Breamish on 25th
At Branton Ponds on 8th
1 at Branton Ponds on 24th several at Amble Braid on 25th
At Kimmer Lough on 18th

MAMMALS

Red Squirrel
Brown Hare
Field Mouse
Common Pipistrelle
Soprano Pipistrelle
Pipistrelle sp
Fox
Otter
Badger

Up to 5 in Branton all month 1 at Hedgeley Hall on 13th
1 adult + 2 leverets in Smeafield garden on 23rd
Nest with 6 young in at Smeafield on 8th
3+ at Branton Ponds on 23rd
15+ at Branton Ponds on 23rd
3-4 at Smeafield on 11th and 21st
1 barking in field near Smeafield on 14th
1 at Branton Ponds on 23rd
1 near Hedgeley Hall on 17th

REPTILES

Adder

3 at Branton Ponds on 1st

INVERTEBRATES

Small Pearl-bordered Fritillary1 near Debdon on 1st
Small Heath
2 on Alnwick Moor on 1st
Small Skipper
1 at Branton Ponds on 25th
Large Skipper
2 at Branton Ponds on 25th
Common Blue
1 at Branton Ponds on 25th
Red Admiral
4 at Cragside on 4th
Painted Lady
1 at Middleton on 21st
Meadow Brown
1 at Branton Ponds on 15th

Ringlet
Cinnabar Moth
Peach Blossom
Miller
Fox Moth
Red-necked Footman
Clouded Buff
Scorched Wing
Treble Bar
Deaths-head Hawkmoth
Small Elephant Hawkmoth
Hummingbird Hawk-moth
Buff Ermine
Lesser Swallow Prominent
Sallow Kitten
Nut Tree Tussock
Ghost moth
Campion
Chimney Sweeper
Latticed Heath
Longhorn moth
Common Blue Damselfly
Azure Damselfly
Blue-tailed Damselfly
Large Red Damselfly
Golden-ringed Dragonfly
Black-tailed Skimmer
Four-spotted Chaser
OBSERVERS

1 at Branton Ponds on 15th
Many at Amble Braid on 25th
1 at Branton on 14th
1 at Branton on 14th
1 near Lemmington Banktop on 1st
1 near Lemmington Banktop on 1st
2 (male and female) at Kimmer Lough on 18th
3 at Branton on 1st
1 at Kyloe Quarry on 18th
1 near Thropton on 14th
1 at Branton on 1st and 1 on 11th
1 at Belford Churchyard on 15th
1 at Branton on 19th
1 at Branton on 1st
1 at Branton on 19th
1 at Branton on 1st
1 at Branton on 4th and 2 on 13th and 3 on the 18th
1 at Branton on 9th
1 at Beanley Woods on 10th
1 at Branton on 9th
9 at Branton Ponds on 2nd 1 at Hedgeley on 10th
24 at Little Mill on 22nd 100+ at Quarry House Moor on 22nd
5+ at Quarry House Moor on 22nd
27 at Little Mill on 22nd
2 near Lemmington Banktop on 1st 1 at Kimmer Lough on 18th 4 at Quarry House
Moor on 22nd
1 at Branton Ponds on 25th
1 at Branton Ponds on 2nd
2 at Little Mill on 22nd
I&K Davison, G&G Dodds, K Griffin, M Peacock, S Reay, R Shillaker, R Wharf.

PLANT CORNER QUIZ ANSWERS
1. Red Deadnettle

2. Common Chickweed

4. Daisy (L) Bramble (R)

5. Field Forget-me-not

3. Common Mouse-ear (L)
Marsh Cudweed (R)
6. Sheep’s Sorrel

7. Broad-leaved Dock

8. New Zealand Bitter-cress

9. Creeping Thistle

10. Hawthorn

11. Broad-leaved Willow-herb

12. Yarrow

WALKS
The first of these may well be in the past by the time you get this, but I’ve left it in just in case.
Number 2 is unchanged from the list in the June newsletter. The final one is now confirmed.
SATURDAY 15 July A day on Lindisfarne Led by Keith
Plants plus birds and other animals. Bring binoculars, plant field guide and hand lens if you
have any of these. Try to wear boots and clothes that won’t provide too much attachment for
the fruits of the dreaded pirri-pirri-bur or you’ll spend half an hour at the end removing the
offending burs. Timing c. 10.30 until 3.30. Bring lunch
Meet at 10.30am in the car park at the Snook (track on your left about half way between the
mainland and the main island - the safe crossing time is from 10.15am).
O.S. Landranger 75 O.S. Explorer 340 Grid Ref NU 105 436
SUNDAY 6th August The Cateran Hole and Cateran Hill Led by Michael and Richard
A moorland walk with a mysterious cave and, if we can find it, the only North
Northumberland site for the little Tunbridge Filmy Fern. Easy moorland walking
with a bit of deep heather. Time 2 to 2½ hours. Bring torch/head-torch for the cave.
Meet at 10.00am on the grass verge west of Quarry House on the moorland above
Hepburn. From the A1 take the North Charlton exit. The moor road is gated in places and
has some bits of slightly dodgy surface.
O.S. Landranger 75 O.S. Explorer 340 Grid Ref NU 100 246
SUNDAY 10th September A ‘Jelly Walk’ along the beach from Warkworth to Alnmouth.
Led by a Co-Coast project leader from the Dove Marine Laboratory in Cullercoats.
The details have been supplied by the Co-Coast team:
Join the Capturing our Coast team on a leisurely walk along the beach between Warkworth
and Alnmouth recording numbers/species of stranded jellyfish (and looking at other interesting
marine things along the way!). When we get to the Birling Carr rocks we shall have a short
interlude looking for “marine invader” species.
Sandy walking terrain with the rocky bit around Birling Carrs. Time 2 to 2½ hours. Bring
binoculars if possible. Bring Lunch.
Meet at 10:30am in the car park off the road to Birling Links Golf Club (go left just before the
bridge at Warkworth if coming from the north, or right immediately after the bridge if coming
from the south).
O.S. Landranger 81 O.S. Explorer 332 Grid Ref NU 256 065

